Do/ Can You?
- Work well with physical things
- Task-oriented
- Prefer concrete over abstract problems

Do/ Can You?
- prefer individualized work
- find gaps in situations
- enjoy logical systems of thought

Do/ Can You?
- Athletic
- Handy
- Mechanical
- Practical
- Straightforward

Do/ Can You?
- take risks
- work in unstructured situations
- express ideas creatively
- navigate ambiguous ideas

Do/ Can You?
- Analytical
- Inquisitive
- Scientific
- Curious
- Scholarly

Do/ Can You?
- Innovative
- Creative
- Non-conforming
- Independent
- Expressive

Do/ Can You?
- Well-Organized
- Systematic
- Structured
- Detail-oriented
- Numeric

Do/ Can You?
- Supportive
- Insightful
- Cooperative
- Understanding
- Flexible

Do/ Can You?
- Assertive
- Persuasive
- Energetic
- Effective Communicator

Do/ Can You?
- influence others
- initiate projects
- lead groups
- facilitate activities

Do/ Can You?
- teach/train
- express thoughts /ideas clearly
- use discussions to solve team problems
- serve others
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